Thank You to Rabbi Ricki Lobel for Acting as Rabbi This Shabbat
Weekly Torah Study after Kiddush Lunch in the Sanctuary led by Jonathan Lightman

Annual Sisterhood Shushan Banquet Fun!

Our annual Shushan Banquet on Sunday March 1st was well attended and a good time was had by all. A visit with friends in the Red Tent, shopping in the Shouk, and being adorned with a beautiful henna tattoo, was just some of the fun. A presentation by two belly dancers was followed by a lesson for all those who wanted to participate. We dined on a fabulous feast of delicious Persian delights catered by our own Mehrnaz Halimi Waks. Mazel Tov to Deborah Frost, this year’s Woman of Valor, who we honored for her many contributions to the shul. The festivities ended with an entertaining Purim Shpielette musical presented by the Sisterhood Shpielers. Thank you to Dr. Karl Zeff and Rabbi Matt Rosenberg for their guest appearance. Yasher Koach to Dawn Maurer for organizing another successful event and a great big Thank You to all the wonderful volunteers who helped make it happen.

This Week’s Parasha:
Tetzaveh
Torah: Exodus 27:20 - 28:30
page 503
Maftir: Deuteronomy 25:17-19
page 1135
Haftarah: I Samuel 15:2-34
page 1281

MINYAN ASSISTANCE FOR THE WEEK OF MARCH 8:
KAP - LE
This Week at Mosaic Law Congregation

Friday, March 6 (10 Adar)
10AM-1PM: KOH LIBRARY OPEN
10AM-1PM: GIFT SHOP OPEN
5:47PM: CANDLE LIGHTING
6PM: KABBALAT SHABBAT (CHAPEL)

Shabbat, March 7 (11 Adar)
9AM: SHABBAT SERVICE (SANCTUARY)
11AM: TOT SHABBAT (ROOM 8)
FOLLOWING KIDDUSH: TORAH STUDY (CHAPEL)
6:56PM: HAVDALAH

Sunday, March 8 (12 Adar)
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME
9AM: SHACHArit MINYAN (CHAPEL)
9AM: KEHILLAH RELIGIOUS SCHOOL (MLC)
9AM-2PM: GIFT SHOP OPEN
9AM-1PM: CVHEN LIBRARY OPEN
10:30AM: MELTON CLASS (MIDDLE RM)
11AM: PURIM CARNIVAL (MLC)
5PM: SHULEM LEMMER LIVE IN CONCERT (THE CENTER AT 2300)

Monday, March 9 (13 Adar)
EREV PURIM
7:15AM: SHCHARIT MINYAN (CHAPEL)
10AM-1PM: KOH LIBRARY OPEN
5:30PM: PURIM MAGIC SHOW (MIDDLE RM)
5:45PM: MINCHA MINYAN (CHAPEL)
6:15PM: MEGILLAH READING (SANCTUARY)

Tuesday, March 10 (14 Adar)
PURIM
7:15AM: MEGILLAH READING (CHAPEL)
4PM-5:30PM: KOH LIBRARY OPEN
5:45PM: MINCHA MINYAN (CHAPEL)
7PM: MELTON: “BEYOND BORDERS” (KOH)

Wednesday, March 11 (15 Adar)
10AM-4PM: KOH LIBRARY OPEN
1PM-5PM: CVHEN LIBRARY OPEN
4PM: KEHILLAH RELIGIOUS SCHOOL (CBS)
5:45PM: MINCHA MINYAN (CHAPEL)
7PM: MLC BOARD MEETING (YOUTH LOUNGE)

Thursday, March 12 (16 Adar)
7:15AM: SHCHARIT MINYAN (CHAPEL)
10AM-1PM: KOH LIBRARY OPEN
10AM-1PM: CVHEN LIBRARY OPEN
10AM-1PM: GIFT SHOP OPEN
4PM: “CONVERSATIONAL HEBREW” (KOH)
5:45PM: MINCHA MINYAN (CHAPEL)
7PM: MUSSAR CLASS (CHAPEL)

Friday, March 13 (17 Adar)
10AM-1PM: KOH LIBRARY OPEN
10AM-1PM: CVHEN LIBRARY OPEN
6:53PM: CANDLE LIGHTING
7:30PM: FRIDAY NIGHT LIVE (SANCTUARY)

Shabbat, March 14 (18 Adar)
9AM: SHABBAT SERVICE (SANCTUARY)
11AM: TOT SHABBAT (ROOM 8)
FOLLOWING KIDDUSH: TORAH STUDY (CHAPEL)
8:02PM: HAVDALAH

Kiddush Sponsors for March

Gayle & Ed Fishkin in honor of their anniversary
Deb & Josh Frost in honor of their anniversary
Judy & Jim Lawson in honor of their anniversary
The Tillie Schiff Endowment Fund

Simchases for the Coming Week

Birthdays:

Joe Kleiman
Edna Stewart
Jason Reiser
Jack Mador
Dana Nanigian
Linda Poisner
Mordechai Darf
Gabrielle Wolf-Stahl
Richard Pachter
Philip Levy
Rachel Levy
Eliana Grossman
Lea Mano
Stuart Cohen
Daniel Ichel
Louis Elfenbaum
Margaret McClaskey
Lesley Finkel
Molly Goldberg
Jennifer Goldwyn

We want to hear the good news in your life! Marriages, births, academic achievements, promotions, and everything in between.

Email Kate at katep@mosaiclaw.org with your simcha so that we can share in your happiness.
WHAT’S HAPPENING AT MLC?

Shulem Lemmer in Concert - Sunday, March 8 at The Center in a special concert honoring Rabbi Taff. Ticket prices are $100 (preferred), $72 and $18 (students with valid ID). Buy tickets through the MLC office. Sponsorship opportunities are available. For additional information, please contact either David Lerner or Caren Rubin. Doors open at 4:30pm; Concert begins at 5pm.

Melton Sacramento has a new offering this Spring: Shemot: From Slavery to Sinai - Beginning March 8. This ten week course brings us the Egyptian narrative of our people. The dramatic story of our rescue, and survival in the wilderness during “Into the Sea” and “Manna from Heaven”. Leadership, bravery, faith, and doubt define some of the critical moments in these texts and offer us a rich backdrop for challenging our own assumptions. See flyer for more details.

Kibbutz Life in Early Israel - Noted author, blogger, and lecturer Hillel Damron will speak on Sunday, March 15 from 1-3pm in the CVHEN Library at Mosaic Law Congregation, sponsored by HSD (Holocaust Survivors and Descendants group).

The Second Night Seder is Coming! - More jokes than watching “Mrs. Maisel”, more singing than in “Hamilton”, more frogs than Calaveras County, this year’s 2nd Night Passover Seder promises to be the best ever. Thursday night April 9, 2020 starting at 7:00 pm it will be led by Rabbi Taff in his last performance as Mosaic Law’s Seder Skipper, with Cantor Ben and Company leading everyone in your favorite tunes, and superb dinner catered by Chef Randy Aprill. Prices have even been lowered from last year! You will not believe the form that Elijah the Prophet will be taking. Space is limited: Information and reservations can be found on posters and flyers, the synagogue website (mosaiclaw.org), the Weekly Scroll, or call the synagogue office (916-488-1122). Dayeinu!

Passover Products - Passover food products are now in stock at the Savemart grocery store at Lohman’s Plaza!

Team Isaiah Update - A Team Isaiah meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 28 in the MLC Youth Lounge at 7pm. Topics will include the Family Promise project, Housing Assistance Resource Teams for people who are homeless, contributions to area food banks, and Winter Sanctuary. For more information, contact Jack Zorman at jayzee@surewest.net. In addition, Team Isaiah needs volunteers for an upcoming Family Promise project. Family Promise is a nationally recognized program that provides emergency, short-term housing to families in crisis. Volunteers are needed to organize, prepare, or serve meals for up to four families (2-4 people each) that are staying in an emergency shelter from July 12 to 18, 2020. Meals prepared in the MLC kitchen will be kosher. Please contact Jack Zorman at jayzee@surewest.net for more information or to sign up.

Donations to the Jewish Food Pantry - Mosaic Law is collecting donations for the Kosher Jewish Food Pantry at the Federation. All shelf stable, unopened, kosher food items will be gratefully accepted. Donations can be dropped at the MLC office Monday through Friday from 9am-4pm or on Shabbat in the Sanctuary foyer. Questions? Contact Kate at katep@mosaiclaw.org.

USY Upcoming Events - SAVE THE DATE for: March 8 - Purim Carnival @ MLC 9:30am (USYers are asked to help setup and run carnival booths), March 9 - Megillah Reading @ MLC 6:30pm, March 28 - INTO THE NIGHT! USY’s famous all nighter event starting with activities in the late evening and an overnight at the synagogue. Chapter and Regional members invited! Pricing and registration information coming soon, and April 17-19 - Regional Spring Convention in Sacramento.


Know Someone Ill or Recovering? - If you know of anyone ill or recovering, please let the office know so that we can reach out to them accordingly!

Women’s Network Upcoming Events

May 8-9, Sisterhood Shabbaton - Save the date!! Celebrate Shabbat with your family and your shul sisters. Details coming soon.

Renewing your membership or joining for the first time? It’s not too late to join in Sisterhood fun for 2019-20! Annual Dues, $40 per year (July-June), help support Shul programs and events sponsored by the Sisterhood. Dues also include membership in our national organization, Women’s League of Conservative Judaism and a 10% discount at the Mosaic Law Gift Shop! Check payable to MLC Sisterhood can be mailed or delivered to the shul office, attn: Women’s Network.

Mosaic Law Sisterhood Kesher Cafe & Gift Shop – New hours! Thursday 10am-1pm, Friday 10am-4pm, and Sunday 9am-2pm. Call Dawn at (818) 653-6519 if you have any questions or would like to make a special appointment. Challahs now available on Fridays. Visit us @mosaiclawjudaica on Facebook to see more of the Mosaic Law Sisterhood Kesher Cafe and Gift Shop!

Jewish Genealogical Society of Sacramento: What Can DNA Do for You Today with Jim Rader - Sunday, April 19 from 10am-12pm. We can now define the branches in your family tree and can also confirm the lost ones and fit people into trees where they belong. We can also identify a major portion of your genes for less than $400. Jim Rader will talk about how this can help your descendants plan their families and help you control your health now. He’ll also talk about current books that can assist you in DNA research today. Jim Rader wrote his first Family History book in 1992 with more books following. He was the publisher of the quarterly Rader Ramblings surname newsletter and a lecturer at the semi-annual Family History Center seminars. He was also an instructor in computerized genealogy topics for the Folsom-Cordova Adult Education Center for 10 years. All are welcome to attend the April 19 meeting held at the Einstein Center, 1935 Wright Street, Sacramento. For more information about the Jewish Genealogical Society of Sacramento, visit its web site at www.jgs.org.
THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR FEBRUARY DONORS!

Kiddush Fund
Charlotte Ballard in memory of Robert Zeff
Liz Igra
Julie & Harry Lavine in honor of their anniversary
Soni & Ron Meyer in honor of Ron’s birthday
Gail & Marty Rubin in honor of the yahrzeit of Carol Ann Rubin
Susie & Mark Shannon in honor of Mark & Caitlyn’s birthdays
Pia Spector in honor of Rabbi Taff & Cantor Rosner
Irit & Jeff Winston in honor of their birthdays
Mansour Yaghoubian
Sheri & Karl Zeff in memory of Robert Zeff

Kesher Fund
Deborah & Louis Gonzalez in memory of Jeffrey Cheron
Ardyth & Kenneth Sokoler in memory of Jeffrey Cheron
Sharon & Sam Anapolsky in memory of Jeffrey Cheron
Janis & Jonathan Lightman in memory of Jeffrey Cheron

Murray Bachman Minyan Fund
Iris & Ron Bachman in memory of Ron’s father, Murray Bachman

Yahrzeit Fund
Iris & Ron Bachman in memory of Ron’s father, Muray Bachman
Pat Thaler & Bill Thomas in memory of Bill’s mother, Pauline Thomas
Ardyth & Kenneth Sokoler in memory of Ken’s father, Allen Sokoler
Debbie Metzger & Eliot Reiner in memory of Eliot’s father, Ben Reiner & Debbie’s father, Joseph Metzger
Marcia Raphael in memory of her father, Rene Raphael
Randy & Jeffrey Goldstein in memory of Sheldon Edelson
Judy & Barry Weiner in memory of Judy’s grandmother, Mary Ginsburg
Elena Gelfand in memory of her husband, David Rosenheimer
Louise & Michael Caplan in memory of Larry Salzman
Julie & Harry Lavine in memory of Julie’s father, Joseph Morvai
Pamela & Benjamin Wald in memory of Pamela’s father, Irv Goldberg
Ruth Elkins in memory of her parents, Lillian & Harry Binder
Jud & Steve Turtletaub in memory of Judi’s father, Donald Landrum
Shirley Cohodes in memory of her mother-in-law, Julie Cohodes, and aunt, Bertha Cohodes
Francie Teitelbaum in memory of her father, Milton H Freedman
Dale Cohen in memory of her son-in-law, Joseph Kerub
Lilyan Edelstein in memory of her husband, Leo Edelstein
Elizabeth Lefcort & Louis Elfenbaum in memory of Louis’ father, Abraham Elfenbaum
Irene & Ralph Green in memory of Ralphs father, Harry Green, and Irene’s father, Cecil Eprile

Past Presidents Fund
Deborah & Louis Gonzalez in memory of Deborah’s brother, Dean Hoffman

Rabbi’s Mitzvah Fund
Elizabeth & Michael Gurev in memory of Jeffrey Cheron & Ronald Klein
Susan Kuttner in memory of her granddaughter, Jennifer Kuttner, her father Heinz Edelmuth, and her father-in-law, Adolf Kuttner

General Synagogue Fund
Daniel Khazzoom in honor of Moti Darf
Scarlet & Harvey Edber
Nancy Bernheimer in honor of Evie & Larry Lieb’s anniversary
Shirley Cohodes in memory of Henrietta Baron
Hy Kashenberg
KOH Film Club: Raise The Roof - Sunday, March 15 at 2pm. “[The reconstruction] is a majestic jewel box of a sanctuary, a reminder that the world of the shetel was not simply a domain of poverty and despair but also a thing of beauty.” - The New Republic. They set out to reconstruct a lost synagogue. They recovered a lost world. Inspired by images of the magnificent wooden synagogues of 18th century Poland—the last of which were destroyed by the Nazis—artists Rick & Laura Brown of Handshouse Studio set out to reconstruct a replica of the stunning, mural-covered Gwozdziec synagogue. Working with a team of 300 artisans and students from around the world, using only period hand tools and techniques, the Browns finally realized their dream. In 2014, the show-stopping reconstruction of the Gwozdziec synagogue roof was unveiled as the centerpiece of the new POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews, in Warsaw. Filmmakers Yari and Cary Wolinsky’s beautifully photographed and rendered film captures the story of the reconstruction, a remarkable 10 year project against the backdrop of the 1000 year history of Jews in Poland. Open to the entire community. $5 suggested donation. For more information and to RSVP, contact Gay Tanner at gay@kohlcc.org or 916.485.4143.

Bob Dylan and Me: 50 Years of Adventures with author, Louie Kemp reception, book reading, signing & music - Thursday, March 26 at 7pm. “More than any other book I’ve read about Bob Dylan, yours revealed the real, very genuine human being behind the myth. Thank you for writing it!” - Francis King, Nashville. “Dylan fans will be fascinated by Kemp’s account of Dylan’s religious conversion in the late Seventies, and his return to his Jewish roots in the Eighties.” - E-Radio. Louie Kemp was born in Duluth, Minnesota. Shortly before graduating college, he left school to take over his father’s Lake Superior fish business, expanding it into Alaska and making it one of the most successful seafood operations in the country. Louie produced Bob Dylan’s legendary Rolling Thunder Revue tours and traveled with him all over the world as a trusted ally and friend. As a respected and devout member of the Jewish community, Louie is the “father” of Aish HaTorah’s Discovery Program, attended by more than 500,000 people worldwide, and the founder of Chabad of Pacific Palisades, California. This uniquely intimate memoir of a lifelong friendship with Bob Dylan offers never-before-told stories, behind-the-scenes glimpses, rare photos, and affectionate anecdotes about one of the key figures in American music and letters. With a cast of characters that includes Marlon Brando, Cher, Joan Baez, Joni Mitchell, Dennis Hopper, Louie’s mother, and many more, Dylan & Me is the ultimate rock-and-roll biography—a “backstage pass” to Louie and Bob’s life, friendships, and music by the guy who was there every step of the way. Open to the entire community. There is a $10 suggested donation.

KOH Wants Your Ideas and Requests for Future Programs! Please reach out to us with your ideas and requests for future programming. We would also like to hear any questions you may have about KOH and the services we provide to the entire Sacramento community. Please address your ideas, requests, and questions to Taliah Berger, KOH Director & Program Director at taliah@kohlcc.org or 916.541.3720.

You are invited to become a FRIEND of the KOH Library & Cultural Center!

Benefits include an invitation to a Friends’ reception, a practical book bag imprinted with the KOH logo, a monthly online newsletter, and the satisfaction of helping to promote KOH in its mission. Donation options include $18 for annual Friend of KOH and $118 for Lifetime Friend. You can sign up when you visit us at KOH.

KOH Book Club: All The Rivers by Dorit Rabinyan - Wednesday, March 18 at 1:30pm. A controversial, award-winning story about the passionate but untenable affair between an Israeli woman and a Palestinian man, from one of Israel’s most acclaimed novelists. When Liat meets Hilmi on a blustery autumn afternoon in Greenwich Village, she finds herself unwillingly drawn to him. Charismatic and handsome, Hilmi is a talented young artist from Palestine. Liat, an aspiring translation student, plans to return to Israel the following summer. Despite knowing that their love can be only temporary, that it can exist only away from their conflicted homeland, Liat lets herself be enraptured by Hilmi: by his lively imagination, by his beautiful hands and wise eyes, by his sweetness and devotion.

Together they explore the city, sharing laughs and fantasies and pangs of homesickness. But the unfettered joy they awaken in each other cannot overcome the guilt Liat feels for hiding him from her family in Israel and her Jewish friends in New York. As her departure date looms and her love for Hilmi deepens, Liat must decide whether she is willing to risk alienating her family, her community, and her sense of self for the love of one man. Banned from classrooms by Israel’s Ministry of Education, Dorit Rabinyan’s remarkable novel contains multitudes. A bold portrayal of the strains—and delights—of a forbidden relationship, All the Rivers (published in Israel as Borderlife) is a love story and a war story, a New York story and a Middle East story, an unflinching foray into the forces that bind us and divide us. “The land is the same land,” Hilmi reminds Liat. “In the end, all the rivers flow into the same sea.” Everyone is welcome, including drop-ins. For more information, contact Simone Monnier Clay at simone.monnier.clay@gmail.com.

KOH Library Hours This Week:

Sunday, March 8th: Closed
Monday, March 9th: 10 am - 1 pm
Tuesday, March 10th: 4 pm - 5:30 pm
Wednesday, March 11th: 10 am - 4 pm
Thursday, March 12th: 10 am - 1 pm
Friday, March 13th: 10 am - 1 pm
CONDOLENCES & YAHRZEITS

Yahrzeits

Ben Picker
Ber Sarne
Bernard Lightman
Betsy Shulmister
Betty Stecher
Bob Snitman
David Rosenheimer
Donald Weiner
Edna Steinberg
Edward Rothenberg
Enrique Ratinoff
Faye Ehrlich
Florence Roth
Henry Glink
Ira Bach
Jack Jacobs
Jerry Menaker
June Gallop
Kitty Segal
Louis Ravitch
Magda Simon
Mary Landay
Morton Rosenzweig
Pauline Thomas
Philip Friedman
Rebecca Barshow
Ronald Swidler
Sam Bregman
Sam Rosenberg
Sarah Shakked
Sheldon Edelson
Stanley Salasky
Uchiel Weinberg

Lind Brothers
A Family Owned Funeral Home
Serving the Jewish Community
Since 1964

Our practices are grounded in the unshakable belief in the sanctity of human life, the dignity of the person, and the emotional and spiritual needs of the mourners.

Our Commitment is to help you and your family make a decision that truly makes a difference both financially and spiritually.

Lind Brothers
4221 Manzanita Avenue
Carmichael, CA 95608
Phone 916.482.8080
Fax 916.482.2009
cporter@lindbrothersssacramento.com
www.lindbrothersssacramento.com

Lombard Funeral Home, FD 1037
Your Faith * Your Traditions * Our Funeral Home
Respecting the Jewish Community since 1942.

916.483.3297
www.lombardfunerals.com
1550 Fulton Ave, Sacramento, CA 95825

The Scroll
Mishebayrach List for March 7, 2020

Men

Paul Altman (Pinchas)
Avraham Ozer David ben Chaya
John Becker – friend of Susan & Martin Skeer
Joe Behar (Yoseph ben Sara) - friend of Cantor Ben Rosner
Berle Beliz (Baruch ben Chanah)
Binyamin ben Sara
Barry Broad
Chris Brown – son of sister-in-law of Molly & Bernie Goldberg
Joshua Brown - friend of Linda & Steve Merksamer
Roscoe Casita – friend of Ian Lobel
Chaim ben Shoshana
Gregg Clark - friend of Dr. Hanoch McCarty
David ben Gittel – friend of Rabbi Leonard Levy
Rick Cohen – dear friend of Elena Friedman
Dan Yashar ben Kfirah Mordochai - son of Cantor Mike Stein
Craig Deutsch (Chaim Eliyahu ben Sara) - son of Sandi Deutsch, nephew of Shirley Cohodes & family of Jim & Judy Lawson
Efraim ben Sarah - friend of Irit Winston
Ezra ben Gittel - friend of Leslie Kuperstein
Gary Fayman (Yaakov Eliezer ben Rochel Gittel) - son of Robin and Alvin Fayman
Morrie Finke (Moshe ben Yitzchak) - father of Les Finke
Mark David Frishberg - cousin of Devora Berliner
Al Garcia - friend of Steve and Karen Polansky
Isaac Garst - friend of Sue Sperber
Bob Gilbert - friend of Amy Levy-Meader
Rabbi Gary Greene (HaRav Avraham Asher ben Pessel)
Michael Hart – friend of Rhonda & Charles Esgro
Stanley Helsel - father of a friend of Larry & Evie Lieb
David Hersh (Yehoshua David ben Chenya) - son-in-law of Nancy Fogler
Michael Jeser (Michael Lev ben Tzipora) - brother-in-law of Rabbi Matt Rosenberg
Bob Katzke (Rachim Efraim ben Chanah)
Danny Kaufman – friend of the Brodovsky Family
Daniel Khazzoom
Henry Klein - friend of Dale Zinn
Jim Kleiman - husband of Dana Kleiman
Tsudik Krivoy (Tsudik ben Miriam) – uncle of Alla Gamarnik
Dave Larsen
Leo Liberman (Lazer ben Roiza)
Norm Lien - friend of Sam & Sharon Anapolsky
Mark Lipton - friend of Karen & Steve Polansky
Alvin Mann - friend of Coral Wilson
Ethan McCarty (Zevulun Chana ben Freyda Tsilla) - son of Hanoch McCarty
Howard Menaker - cousin of Nancy Brodovsky
Meyer David ben Leah
Stuart Miller - father of Melinda Ott
Moshe ben Chaya
Dean Murakami - friend of Jonathan Lightman
Jacob Murphy – friend of Cindy Swartz

Benjamin Nadel
Mohammed Najeed - friend of Elena Friedman-Weiss
Johan Nickels – grandson of friends of the Weintraub family
Gregory Ostwald – brother of Mitch Ostwald & Karen Soskin, nephew of Carol Loew
Jacob Paxson - grandson of Madeline Marks
Reverend Father Steven Ernest Peterson - friend of Jerry Kuperstein
Mark Pullen – friend of the Shaffers
Rav Avraham David ben Tobah Leah
Jesse Renfro - friend of Dale Marie Zinn
Jason Rose – cousin of Sue Sperber
Jay Rosenheim (Yaakov ben Nechama Yehudit)
Harley Sachs - friend of Ethel Baron
Eliyahu ben Sarah
Melvin ben Sadie
Larry Saltzman (Yehuda Lieb Ellyah ben Yechevetz) – husband of Sharon Saltzman
David Scheinberg – grandnephew of Jerry Scheinberg
Jerry Shapiro - husband of Nancy Brin
Robert Steinberg (Yehoshua ben Shmuel)
Keith Tandowsky - friend of Brian & Simone Naftulin
Ron Tochterman – brother of Suzie Lauer
Al Toledo
Alan Verpukhovsky (Ariel ben Yelena) – son of Alex Verpukhovsky & Yelena Lipskaya
Mayer Wisotsky - friend of Renne Schaffer
Yisroel Yitzchak ben Rina Leah
Daniel Yoshpe - father of Devorah Samuels
Zechariah ben Leah
Mike Ziegler - friend of Nancy Brodovsky
Mishebayrach List for March 7, 2020

Women

Delia Adrales - aunt of Gen Lobel
Dorothy Bard (Deborah bat Yuzu) - friend of Arlene Pearl and Sheli Varshawksy
Sandra Bear (Sara bat Rivka Leah)
Talah Berger
Hope Brandt - friend of Art Zimmerman
Mandy Brown - fiancée of son of sister-in-law of Molly & Bernie Goldberg
Mary Burns - machatonister of Ricki Lobel
Diane Casado - friend of Hanoch McCarty
Chanan Aviva bat Shaina - friend of Deb Gonzalez
Caren Clarke
Andrea Cleaner (Chanah Rivka bat Shprintza) – wife of Murray Cleaner
Catherine Coltes - wife of Julio Coltes
Kathy Draper - friend of Davina & Barbara Dubnick
Diya bat Esther
Lanie Eichler (Yehudis bat Esther Leah) - cousin of Susan Weiss-Shannon
Elyse Eismer - mother of Linda & Marvin Kamras’ daughter-in-law
Hassidah Gabor - family of the McCarty
Ahuva Ganon - sister of Rabbi Gann
Sharon Goldberg (Sara Bela bat Esther Malka)
Nancy Grant (Chana ben Ari)
Laura Green (Yeosefa Ariella bat Sarah)
Lee Greenberg (Leah bat Feigah) – mother of Ricki Lobel
Reyna Greenfield - friend of Harriet Baum
Eve Grossman – friend of Jennifer Barth & Louise Caplan
Elizabeth Guillon - friend of Barbara Tomiyama
Penina bat Haddas - sister of Merhaz Halimi Waks
Ann Hanosh – mother of the friend of Joel Zimmerman
Karen Herman (Leah bat Sara) – friend of Joel Zimmerman
Jan Highman (Shunamit bat Sarah) - wife of Larry Highman
DeAnga Hills - friend of Ethel Baron
Paula Hochfelder (Perel Shoshana bat Leah) - sister of Ricki Lobel
Jennifer Howard (Adeana bat Avraham)
Elaine Alves
Tobi Inteldor - niece of Charlotte Ballard
Hannah Kalnasker (Hindeleya bat Bayla)
Maria Kaufman - friend of Nancy Brodovsky
Kathy Kesler - friend of Dale Marie Zinn
Lorna Krachuk - dear sister of Ruth Saunders
Tatyana Landa
Julie Livine (Yita bat Freeda)
Joan Levi (Betya bat Bela) – sister of Gay Tanner
Gen Lobel (Leila Gavriela bat Sarah)
Louise bat Bohar – aunt of Hilda Sadigh Harouni
Yaira bat Malka - mother of Yossi Shapiro
Meladee McCarty – wife of Hanoch McCarty
Miriam bat Rachel

Mona Babich McKenna - cousin of Hanoch McCarty
Joni Mehler-Taylor (Yona Pessah) – daughter of Robert Mehler
Lisa Miller (Elisteva) - friend of Leah Dankman
Pat Murakami - friend of Jonathan Lightman
Nadia Nazizi - friend of Cindy Swartz
Barbara O’Connor – family friend of Cantor Ben Rosner
Kathy Pardun – friend of Elena Friedmann-Weiss
Natalie Paris - friend of Judy Kahler
Ellie Persin - great-granddaughter of Bernie & Molly Goldberg
Meg Powell – mother of Linda & Marvin Kamras’ daughter-in-law
Hannah bat Rachel - friend of Betsy & Mike Singer
Michelle Rosmarin (Miriam Shaindel bat Frimit) – cousin of Sid Rosenberg
Keren Rothshtien(Keren bat Rachel) - friend of Mehrnaz Waks
Andrea Rubin – cousin of Sheli Varshawksy
Rut Vimmer bat Sara
Ruth Saunders (Rasah Riva bat Chava)
Carol Scheinberg – wife of Jerold Scheinberg
Shelly Schermer - friend of Karen Polansky
Sara bat Rivka Leah
Anne Seltzer – dear friend of Gail & Marty Rubin
Ulla Sachs - friend of Ethel Baron
Sandra Shaffer (Shulamit bat Esther Rachel) - wife of Lloyd Shaffer
Tatyana Shafer - friend of Dianne Cohn
Tziviya bat Sheyneld
Melany Soybelman - grandchild of Tatyana Landa
Teresa (Nancy) Stahl
Beverly Swartz – mother of Cindy Swartz
Aja Tidwell - friend of Coral Wilson
Kendall Tobe – stepdaughter of Daniel Weiss
Suzanne Townsend - friend of Elena Friedman
Tziporah bat Mazal - sister of Irwin Winston
Sophie Velasco - friend of Cindy Swartz
Joyce Weinberg - wife of Stephen Weinberg
Regina Wolf (Raisel bat Leah)
Abby Wolf Feigelson (Avigail bat Raisel)
Stacy Worthen - friend of Diane Cohn
Yehudit bat Esther – friend of Candace Evans
Yona Tova Edith - mother of Randi Gold
Karen Zak - daughter of Mervin & Yael Fahn

All the wounded American and Israeli soldiers